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Partnership is convened by Public Narrative & the Alliance 
for Research in Chicagoland Communities at Northwestern 
University and led by a Task Force comprised of:

● Currently, there are unacceptable health 
inequities for Black, Latinx, & other 
marginalized communities.

● Research findings are not effectively 
reaching these communities.

● Researchers often operate in an echo 
chamber, mostly sharing & talking with 
other researchers. When research does 
get beyond academic circles, it’s often 
to mass media. 

#PCORI2021

Background

Engagement 
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Future Action

Making Research Accessible through 
Community Media: Framework

● The Chicago Community, Media & Research 
Partnership is community stakeholders, 
community media, & researchers working 
together to figure out how to effectively 
communicate research findings to 
underserved (but often over-researched) 
communities in Chicagoland through media 
they trust and use.

● This Partnership explores: “What is the role of trusted 
community media in making health research more 
accessible and impactful to Chicago’s communities 
most impacted by health inequities?”

Community AcademicMedia

Three listening sessions:
● Patient/community stakeholders  15
● Community media journalists/outlets 22
● Community-academic research partnerships 15 

★ Raise understanding of & connections with community media for health researchers & 
institutions through community media training & resources.

★ Build community media capacity for health reporting through funding, fellowships, and 
health research resources.

★ Funders & universities invest more funding & institutional resources & policies to support 
community engagement & community dissemination.

Learnings from Stakeholders

“As communities & as a partnership, how 
do we come together in collective solidarity 
to influence narratives to advance justice? 
What is our role in the way we disseminate 
information going forward?”

“We want to find ways to extract & present 
the best of research, in a way that will be 
clear & useful for our communities ...  We are 
like a bridge between researchers, media & 
communities.”

“Community media organizations 
matter, and in some ways matter more 
than the big ones. You need to go 
where your people are and community 
organizations do that. They are 
community first. So don't ignore us.”

“Connect your research to how people are 
living their lives. Don't just send us 
research for the sake of research.”
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